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About Spark
Welcome to Spark— missional formation curriculum
for teachers of children grades one through six. Each
issue of Spark contains two units filled with ageappropriate activities and stories that provide children
with meaningful learning experiences and help them to
develop a missional lifestyle.
Spark encourages children to:
• Wonder at the creativity of God in creation, culture,
people, language, and geography.
• Experience the love of God for themselves and for
all creation.
• Explore Scripture and the example of Jesus that
challenges them to love and serve others.
• Nurture an attentiveness to the work of God’s Spirit
in the world.
• Discover the ways God has equipped them with
certain gifts, passions, and interests.
• Meet individuals who are joining in God’s mission
to bring healing and wholeness to the world.
• Grow in their capacity to love and care for others.

Using Spark
Spark can be used weekly in traditional missionfocused classes or in other settings when you desire
to give special emphasis to the Christian’s missional
calling. Some ideas include:
• Once a month in Sunday School.
• A full month per quarter in Sunday School.
• Throughout the summer in Sunday School.
• During children’s worship.

Mission Project
Each issue of Spark includes an age-appropriate
hands-on mission activity. The full scope of the activity
is listed on page 3. Throughout the two units you
will also find Mission Project reminders with specific
instructions for accomplishing portions of the activity
until the full project is complete.

Unit Introduction
The Unit Introduction provides the following:
• An overview of the unit’s missional theme and its
connection to the Bible.
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• Basic information about the missional individuals
the children will meet during the unit, including an
Info Bank with at-a-glance facts.
• A stated Teaching/Learning Aim to guide teachers
as they create a specific learning environment for
children.
• A list of Other Sources of Information that can
assist the teacher and student in going deeper into
the unit’s theme.
• A Word Bank with pronunciation guides and
definitions for new vocabulary in the unit.

Session Pages
Each session is structured for a 45-minute to onehour time frame and includes a variety of small
group activities as well as a large group experience to
synthesize learning. At the beginning of each session,
teachers will find Session Preparation steps as well
as a Session Focus to guide conversation throughout
the session. Helpful time indicators and icons guide
teachers in preparing and leading each session.
Each unit includes Resource Kit (RK) pages that
include session photos, worksheets, and games that
correspond with learning activities or Large Group.
These pages can be found in the file labeled “Resource
Kit” that was included in the purchase of your Spark
download.

Learning Activities
Learning activities provide children a variety of
opportunities to explore the Bible, culture, art, food,
games, and people of each unit’s focus.
For larger class sizes, set up all the learning
activities so that each child may work independently
or in small groups, according to interests and abilities.
For smaller class sizes, each learning activity may be
done together.
The following types of learning activities appear in
each unit:
Using the Bible: Children will memorize
Scripture and explore its meaning and
application to everyday life.
Meeting the People: Children will become
acquainted with Cooperative Baptist Fellowship
field personnel. They will also explore the culture,
customs, religion, and geography of the people and/or
country featured in the unit.
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Playing the Games: This
learning activity features
games from around the world
or games that reinforce the
missional theme of each unit.
Tasting the Food:
Children will prepare
recipes and taste foods that
reflect the unit’s cultural focus.
Enjoying the Arts:
Children will experience a
variety of art, music, dance, and
movement activities that reflect
the people and places featured
in the unit.
Younger/Older:
Some activities are
more suitable for older children
or younger children. These icons
indicate such distinctions.

Leading Large
Group
Large Group is “all together
time” which reinforces and
expands mission concepts that
were introduced during the
learning activities. A mission
story, prayer, and Closing
Activity are always included
in Large Group. You will
also find steps for planning,
implementing, and evaluating
the Mission Project suggested at
the beginning of Spark.

Mission Project
January 2020

Share Hope with Families
Our January unit focuses on the ministry of CBF field personnel
Anna Anderson in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. Anna and her
husband LaCount work with the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship rural
development coalition, Together for Hope. The focus of Together for
Hope in the poorest counties in America is on education, health,
nutrition, environment, and social enterprise. CBF partners with
other organizations in these counties that follow this same assetbased community development approach. Together much is being
accomplished to give hope to people who are hungry in the poorest
counties in America.
Our mission project for this unit will focus on providing hope for
people who are hungry in our local community or for the ministry
of Together for Hope in North Carolina. One option would be to
participate in a local food bank in your community. There are a few
ways to do this. You could contact your local food bank and find out
about their most pressing needs. Then you could ask your church
family to donate those food items to the food bank. Or, you could
ask a representative from the food bank to come and speak to your
mission classes. If your local food bank will allow families to come and
help organize the food and give it out, you could plan a field trip for
families.
A second option for a mission project would be to collect funds to
purchase food boxes for the Together for Hope ministry in rural eastern
North Carolina, where the Andersons serve. You can purchase one
food box for $50.00. Go to: www.cbf.net/anderson to purchase the food
boxes.
Brainstorm with the children ways they can earn money to purchase
the food boxes. A few ideas could be: walk a neighbor’s dog, have a
lemonade stand, wash the family car, or do yard work for a neighbor.
However you choose to engage with these projects, you will be giving
hope and sharing God’s love with people who are hungry.

The globe icon will mark Mission Project
activities as they occur in each session.
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UNIT

1

Theme: Exchanging Gifts
People Focus: rural
communities in Kenya

Ministry Focus: Kutana
Kenya and Africa Exchange

Scripture Context:

INFO BANK

Matthew 2

Go to www.cbf.net/
teacherhelps for more
resources for this unit.

Exchanging Gifts
By Rebecca Hinson Jones

What’s the best gift you have ever given? How about the best gift you
have ever received? Sam and Melody Harrell, who both grew up in Africa,
wanted to create a ministry of exchange, both giving and receiving ideas,
information, and resources among the people of Kenya, Africa. Out of their
desire to create mutual exchange was born Africa Exchange. As CBF field
personnel, Sam and Melody
Harrell began their work
over twenty years ago in the
city of Nairobi, by providing
educational opportunities
for children living in the
slums. But as they became
more aware of the root
causes of the problems, they
shifted their focus to the
rural communities. People
were leaving the more
Africa Exchange, founded by former CBF field
remote areas of Kenya
personnel Sam and Melody Harrell, helps provide
and coming to the city in
access to clean drinking water, medical care, and
search of better education
microenterprise incomes for rural communities in
and financial opportunities.
Kenya.
Upon arrival, their hopes
of a better life were often
unreachable as overcrowding and limited resources were realized.
In hopes of helping people to offer better education for their children
and to provide the leg up needed to develop income generation strategies
before they left the rural areas, Sam and Melody Harrell began developing
Integrated Child Development Centers in a couple of rural communities.
These centers provide early childhood education for preschoolers, and
also serve as community hubs, enabling members of the local community
to work together to better themselves. The ministry expanded to provide
healthy nutrition, medical care, malaria nets and deworming, access to
clean water, and microenterprise income generation as well as sustainable
environmental conservation practices such as bee keeping, tree planting,
and fish farming. Portions of the proceeds from the environmental
conservation and microenterprise efforts support the ICDCs, but other parts
enable individual families to earn additional income. The Integrated Child
Development Centers have expanded to 14 different communities where
local teachers have been trained in early childhood teaching strategies and
whole communities have been strengthened.
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Other Sources of
Information

Kutana, a Swahili word meaning “to meet,” has symbolized an
integral idea in Africa Exchange since its inception. As international
teams and churches come to Kenya to give, they are also recipients,
learning to adopt the attitude of listening to local communities.
Through the biblical story of Matthew 2, where the Wise Men
bring gifts to Jesus, children will connect the exchange of physical
gifts from the Magi with the exchange of information, ideas, and
resources through Africa Exchange. They will also consider the
personal giftedness they have to offer to serve others and will be
challenged to find situations for mutual exchange in circumstances
where they may normally be on the receiving end.
In 2014, Sam and Melody Harrell returned to the United States
for Sam to begin serving as the Associate Coordinator for Global
Missions with CBF. The work of Africa Exchange continues under
their guidance and the strong local leadership structures they spent
years building in each of the rural communities. Preschoolers
continue to receive early education, nutrition, and medical care and
whole communities work together to help one another improve the
environment and strengthen economic conditions.

1. Visit www.africaexchange.org for
an introduction to the work of Africa
Exchange.
2. See www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources for this unit.

Rebecca Jones is Minister to Children at FBC Wilmington, North
Carolina, where she lives with her husband and four children. She
loves helping kids discover how God is at work around the world.

teaching/
learning aim:
In this unit, children will learn
about the ministries of Africa
Exchange in Kenya through
Integrated Child Development
Centers, which provide early
childhood education, nutrition,
water and health care throughout
communities in rural Kenya. They
will see the mutual exchange
of ideas and education in the
economic development programs
and will connect the gifts of the
Wise Men to gifts that we can
share in our own communities and
families.

WO R D BA N K
adumu [adu MU]: traditional Masai jumping dance used in tribal
celebrations and ceremonies

kutana: Swahili word meaning “to meet”
ugali [oo GAH lee]: traditional Kenyan cornmeal dish served with many
meats, vegetables, and sauces
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

Using the Bible
Meeting the People

1

Exchanging the Gift
of Education
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: December Video. This animated
video provides an entertaining and informative overview of the
unit.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
• Gather RK 1: Romans 1:12 and make a copy for each child. Gather
RK 2: Swahili Words and RK 5: Preschools in Kenya.
• Locate TH: Africa Exchange Video and TH: Swahili Numbers.
• Prepare the ugali recipe.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will be introduced to
Africa Exchange and the Integrated Child Development Centers. They
will explore early education concepts like basic words in English and
Swahili, discover Kenyan culture through games and tasting of local
food, and consider how they can offer gifts of service and care to
others.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Playing the Games

As Children Arrive…

Tasting the Food

Greet children as they arrive. Ask: Did you go to preschool? What
kinds of things did you learn there? CBF field personnel Sam and
Melody Harrell founded Africa Exchange in Kenya over 20 years ago
to provide preschool education as well as healthcare, clean water, and
community development. Point out the learning activities and allow
children to choose their activity.

Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Taste Ugali

Memorize a Bible
Verse

3. Before the children eat, offer a
prayer of thanks for the food.

Ugali is a very common dish that
goes with any meal in Kenya. It is
made from cornmeal and is often
served with vegetables and a gravylike sauce. Children often eat this
with their lunch at the Integrated
Child Development Centers.
Items needed: recipe ingredients; large
pot; whisk; plate; knife; salt; plates or
bowls; spoons; RK 17: Allergy Alert

Recipe Ingredients:
4 cups water
2 cups white cornmeal
1 teaspoon salt
1. Before the session, post a copy
of RK 17: Allergy Alert where
parents will take notice. Prepare
the ugali ahead of time. Put the
water and salt in a large pot over
high heat until the water boils.
Turn down the heat to medium and
slowly add in the cornmeal, stirring
it with a whisk to prevent lumps.
Stir constantly, adding cornmeal
slowly and continue until the
mixture is thicker. This may take
up to 20 minutes. The cornmeal is
ready when it pulls away from the
sides of the pot. Let it cool, then
turn the pot upside down allowing
the whole mixture to plop out onto
a plate. The ugali should be thick
enough to cut with a knife and
serve.
2. Say: Kenyans eat Ugali as a
staple with many meals, and it is
scooped with the hands as a way to
carry sauces or gravy to the mouth.

Make Up a Game
Children often use whatever
they can find to create their own
games. They may use bits of
recycled materials, old plastic
bags, rope, string, or rocks to
create games to play. Working in
small groups, children will use a
bag of miscellaneous supplies to
create their own creative game
resourcefully like Kenyan children.
Items needed: small bags filled with
miscellaneous items like string, beads,
marbles, rocks, tape, plastic bags, and
pieces of scrap paper

1. Before the session, prepare bags
of miscellaneous items for each
group of three-to-five children.
Allow each group to use their
materials to create their own game
and develop rules for game play.
2. When groups have had time
to create their games, invite each
group of children to teach their
games to the other children.
3. Say: Sam Harrell spends a lot
of time coordinating miscellaneous
supplies for building and
projects at the Integrated Child
Development Centers. Sometimes
pulling all the supplies together to
get a project done can involve a lot
of creativity and coordination.
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Kutana is an important concept
in Africa Exchange’s philosophy
of ministry. Kutana is a Swahili
word that means “mutually sharing
together and encountering one
another.” In all the work that the
mission teams and visitors do in
Kenya, they value the assets of the
local community and the resources
that local individuals have to
contribute.
Items needed: RK 1: Romans 1:12 (one
copy per small group of children); scissors;
Bibles

1. Before the session, gather RK 1:
Romans 1:12 and make one copy
for each small group of children.
2. Invite children to locate Romans
1:12 in the Bibles. As you explain
the idea of kutana, help the
children draw connections between
this idea and the memory verse.
3. Divide the class into small
groups. Give each group a copy of
RK 1 and a pair of scissors. Instruct
the children to cut apart the words
in the verse and place them upside
down on the table. Have students
take turns drawing a piece from the
pile until the first word is found.
Once children find the first word,
have them place it face up and
begin looking for the second word.
Continue until the verse is in order.
4. Repeat the verse together several
times. Invite one of the children to
lead a prayer for the work of Africa
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Exchange and the partnership
shared between local individuals
and communities and international
partners and volunteers.

Learn Swahili Words
More than 60 different languages
are spoken in Kenya, but the two
official languages are Swahili and
English. Children in the Integrated
Child Development Centers learn
both Swahili and English, though
many children also know a third
language.

Transition
Give a five-minute warning when
it is almost time for Large Group.
Encourage students to finish and
clean up their learning activity.
As students move to Large Group,
ask them what they have learned
about Africa Exchange so far.
Bring RK 5: Preschools in Kenya.
Prepare to show TH: December
Video and TH: Africa Exchange
Video. (See TH: Swahili Numbers
to pronounce the numbers in the
story.)

Items needed: RK 2: Swahili Words;
scissors; tape

1. Before the session, gather RK 2:
Swahili Words. Cut apart the cards
and hide them around the room.
2. Invite the children to find one of
the hidden word pairs. Take turns
allowing the children to act out
the word on the card non-verbally.
Once the group guesses the word
in English, allow the child to teach
the group the word in Swahili.

Large Group
Say: We are beginning a new unit about Africa Exchange and CBF field
personnel Sam and Melody Harrell. About 20 years ago, they developed
and started Africa Exchange to provide Integrated Child Development
Centers for preschool education and holistic ministry to children and
communities in Kenya. Today there are 14 different centers in 14 different
rural communities throughout Kenya.
Say: An important concept in the ministry of Africa Exchange is called
“kutana.” It means a mutual sharing and encountering and fellowshiping
with one another. This idea permeates all that Africa Exchange does as it
seeks to give and receive from, to teach and to learn from, all participants
in the ministry.
Show TH: December Video, an animated video, which provides an
entertaining and informative overview of the unit. You might also choose
to show TH: Africa Exchange Video, which shows wonderful pictures of
the work in Kenya.
Say: Now let’s hear a story about a family who was impacted by one
of the Integrated Child Development Centers and learn how they both
received and gave through the ministry of Africa Exchange. Show RK 5:
Preschools in Kenya as you tell the story.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Erick Gets and Gives an Education.”
Pray: Thank God for the work of Africa Exchange and for the volunteers
who come to serve and to learn while they are there. Thank God for the
mutual exchange that takes place between the givers and receivers through
ministry there.
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STORY

Erick Gets and Gives an
Education

Closing Activity

Erick woke up early to prepare for the day. His older brothers
and sisters had been going to school for a long time, but now
his community had an Integrated Child Development Center
that he could attend as well. After breakfast, he sat outside
under the cool of a shade tree and began counting small
pebbles on the ground.

1. Say: Today we were
introduced to the work of
Africa Exchange and the idea of
“kutana.” Think about situations
when you are most often a
receiver of information, help,
or even things. Consider ways
that you could also be a giver in
those same situations.

“Moja, mbili, tatu, nne, tano, sita,” he said as he moved the
rocks from one pile to another. “One, two, three, four, five, six
rocks.” Erick loved learning how to count and write his letters.
He was also learning how to read, and to identify shapes and
colors. Soon, he would be ready for primary school!

2. Share examples of this with
one another. Commit to find
one way to share kutana with
someone you might not usually
have a mutual exchange with
this week.

CBF field personnel Sam and Melody Harrell worked with
Africa Exchange to set up this center and other centers in other
villages in Kenya. At the center, children ages two to six learn
their letters and numbers, shapes and colors, and much more.
They also eat a healthy snack and lunch at the center each day.

3. Remind the children to
pray for Africa Exchange, the
teachers, the leaders, and the
children who participate in the
Integrated Child Development
Centers throughout the week.
As parents arrive, thank the
children for participating in the
session.

Erick’s mother joined him under the tree and told him that
today was a special day at school! A group of friends from
America would be coming to the Child Development Center.
They would be providing health checks for the children and
giving out mosquito nets, and at the same time Erick and his
friends would be teaching them about Kenya! Erick could
hardly wait to teach new friends how to count in Swahili!
As they approached the ICDC, Erick could hear his friends
calling, “jambo!” to the new American friends. This means,
“hello,” in Swahilli. Erick met a woman named Joy and
told her, “Jambo!” Joy said, “Jambo!” back to Erick. They
worked together throughout the day, playing games to practice
numbers and letters. Erick received a dental and medical
check-up from the team and a mosquito net to put over his bed
to prevent malaria.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Think back over the day’s lesson.
What went well and what could
be improved for next time?
Read the next lesson and begin
thinking about how you will
implement the plans and what
items you need.

For lunch, Erick taught Joy how to eat ugali with her hands.
Erick used the ugali to scoop up vegetables and broth. Joy
tried to do just as Erick showed her. After lunch, Erick loved
showing Joy how to count and stack blocks using his Swahili
numbers. Joy slowly repeated each number after Erick, trying
to say them in just the right way. Joy enjoyed learning from
Erick, too! Erick was glad that the American friends came to
his school.
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

2

Exchanging the Gift
of Water
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Gather RK 6: Sisit Water Celebration.
• Locate TH: Masai Necklaces and TH: Jumping Dance.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert where parents will see it.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will learn about the
importance of water and the gift that accessibility to clean water can
provide for an entire community. Children will learn about Africa
Exchange’s initiative to provide clean water and the impact that can
have on women and children, as well as on health and sanitation.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games
Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.

As Children Arrive…
Greet children as they arrive. Ask: How much water have you used
today? Have you ever not had water at your house for any reason?
How difficult would it be to function without easy access to water
for an extended period of time? Today we’re going to learn about
the clean water initiatives that Africa Exchange has made in the
communities near the Integrated Child Development Centers. Point
out the learning opportunities and allow children to select their
activity.

TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Taste Chai Tea
Teatime at 10:00 in the morning
and 4:00 in the afternoon is an
important cultural routine shared
by all Kenyans. The people stop
and share time in conversation
with one another over tea twice a
day. They drink hot tea with milk
and sugar added to it. Clean water
is necessary to make tea. Access
to water from pumps installed by
Africa Exchange helps make this
easier for many rural communities.
Items needed: hot water; black tea; milk;
sugar; spoons; napkins; cups

1. Before the session, prepare the
tea so that it will be warm but not
too hot. Post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
2. Say: In Kenya, people have
teatime twice a day. At 10:00
each morning and at 4:00 each
afternoon, the people stop and
share time in conversation with
one another over tea. They drink
hot tea with milk and sugar added
to it. Clean water is necessary to
make tea. Access to water from
pumps installed by Africa Exchange
helps make this easier for many
rural communities.
3. Pour the warm tea into a cup
for each child. Allow the children
to add sugar and milk to their tea.
Engage the children in conversation
about their week while they drink
the tea.

Create a Collar
Necklace

4. Punch a hole on each side of the
slit and tie the collar together with
a length of yarn.

Look up Water Verses
Masai beadwork is a common
handicraft in Kenya. Women make
elaborate necklaces and collars,
which are worn decoratively and
for special celebrations. The ways
in which they wear these necklaces
and collars demonstrate their
position within the community.
Items needed: white paper plates;
markers; scissors; hole punchers; yarn;
pasta tubes and wheels; TH: Masai
Necklaces; RK 6: Sisit Water Celebration

1. Before the session, cut a slit
in each plate and cut out the
center circle, leaving a ribbed
ring. Prepare one plate for each
child. Gather RK 6: Sisit Water
Celebration and TH: Masai
Necklaces.

Items needed: Bibles; index cards; pencils
or pens

2. Say: Masai beadwork is a
common handicraft in Kenya.
Women make elaborate necklaces
and collars, which are worn
decoratively and for special
celebrations. We are going to make
our own version of these beautiful
necklaces.
3. Show TH: Masai Necklaces and
RK 6: Sisit Water Celebration and
encourage the children to make
repeating patterns using dots,
stripes and shapes around their
collars. Help them attach pasta
pieces using glue and yarn as
desired.
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Gaining access to clean water in
remote villages has consumed the
efforts of many women and children
in daily chores. Africa Exchange
has provided the technology to dig
wells, collect rainwater, and provide
purification systems. In each of the
communities where Integrated Child
Development Centers are in place,
water accessibility measures have
also been made.

|

1. Before the session, write the
following Scripture references on
index cards (one reference per
card): John 4:14, Genesis 1:10,
Psalm 1:1-3, Proverbs 5:15, Luke
8:25, John 4:7. Assign each child
or pair of children a verse to look
up in the Bibles. Invite the children
to read aloud the verses relating to
water.
2. Say: The Bible has a lot to
say about water. Clean water
is essential for life and health.
The access to water that Africa
Exchange provides to local
communities can be life changing,
just as the Living Water that Jesus
offered changes lives.
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Learn a Jumping
Dance

sometimes as a sign of welcome to
guests.

Adumu is a traditional Masai
dance in Kenya. Young men sing
and a few jump as high as they can
in a circle. These types of dances
are done at feasts, ceremonies, and
celebrations and sometimes as a
sign of welcome to guests.

4. Play the video a second time,
inviting the children to try their
best to jump as high as the dancers
in the video do.

3. Show the video of the jumping
dance. Ask: Does this dance look
like a celebration to you?

Items needed: TH: Jumping Dance;
computer or other device

1. Before the session, preview
and prepare to show TH: Jumping
Dance.
2. Say: Adumu is a traditional
Masai dance in Kenya. Young men
sing and a few jump as high as
they can in a circle. These types
of dances are done at feasts,
ceremonies, and celebrations and

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time
for Large Group. Encourage them
to complete their activity and
clean up the room. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students about their learning
activities. Bring RK 6: Sisit Water
Celebration to Large Group.

Large Group
Say: Today we have been exploring the importance of water for life. Water
is essential for all people and animals to live. Access to clean water is a
challenge in many remote parts of Kenya. Through Africa Exchange, local
communities where Integrated Child Development Centers exist have
received technology and resources to help them have easier access to clean
water. This has included digging wells, rainwater collection, purification
systems and pumps. Local community members are trained to maintain
the technology and communities work together to provide these resources.
Show RK 6: Sisit Water Celebration.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Water for Rose.”
Pray: Thank you, God, for the work that Africa Exchange is doing to
help strengthen local communities through water resources. Continue to
strengthen communities and help them to work together to manage and
maintain these resources.
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STORY

Water for Rose

Closing Activity

Rose was beaming from ear to ear. She just couldn’t stop
smiling! She had been smiling for days now and still couldn’t
believe that her community finally had access to clean water!

1. Show RK 6: Sisit Water
Celebration.
2. Ask: What similarities do you
have with this Kenyan woman?
What hopes do you think she
has for her family and children?
We may feel like Kenya is miles
away, yet the needs and wants
of individuals are very similar
across worlds.

Rose lives in the Sisit community in Kenya. Sisit is a beautiful
place with rolling hills and a busy market, church, and school.
Many families have their homes there. But to get to Sisit, people
have to climb a mountain for 30 minutes! Since Rose was a little
girl, every single day she has been climbing down the mountain
for 30 minutes to get water. Then she carries the heavy water
jugs back up the mountain for 30 minutes! But the amount of
water she can carry is never enough. She has to make the trek
up and down the steep mountain two times every single day!

3. Remind the children to pray
for the work of Africa Exchange
and the people of Kenya.

But not today, and not yesterday or the day before that! Africa
Exchange, the same ministry that started the Integrated Child
Development Center for preschoolers, also helped to provide
and build a water pump. This pump now brings the water up
the hill! Rose and many other women and children like her now
go to the pump in the middle of their village to get their water
instead of having to trek down and back up the mountain!

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with
other leaders. Plan for the
next session’s activities. How
does this lesson impact you
personally? How can you
continue to reflect on the lesson
in the week ahead?

Rose can still hardly believe it. She has time now to make more
beaded crafts, which she will be able to sell in the market to
earn additional income for her family. She can use the money
for food, clothing, and education for her children. She loves
making beautiful beaded crafts but before the pump was
available, she hardly had the time.
Today Rose has invited Mark Okello, the Kenya Program
Manager for Africa Exchange, to come to her home for tea. Using
some of the clean, fresh water from the new pump, Rose has
prepared a special Chai tea to share with Mark. She is overjoyed
about the new well, and Mark is delighted to share conversation
and afternoon tea with Rose. It’s kutana – a sharing together and
helping one another.
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

3

The Wise Men Bring
Gifts
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Gather RK 3: Epiphany Crossword and RK 7: Learning about Jesus.
• Locate and prepare to show TH: Nyatiti Instrument Video.
• Ask three children to help you tell the story in today's session.
Assign the parts and give each child a copy of the story ahead of
time.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session, children will connect the
biblical story of the Wise Men bringing gifts to Jesus to the exchange
of resources, information, and ideas shared through Africa Exchange.
As students explore a familiar Bible text, they will be challenged to
think of ways to share their own gifts with God and with others.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games
Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

As Children Arrive…
Greet children as they arrive. Ask: What kinds of gifts and talents
do you have? Can you play an instrument or make a special type of
craft? Can you read well or do math easily? Are you good at sports
or writing? Say: Today we’re learning about the gifts the Wise Men
brought to Jesus. You and I may not have expensive oils and perfumes
to give, but we do have talents and abilities that we can use to serve
God and others. We’ll also see how leaders and volunteers at Africa
Exchange are using their gifts and abilities to help serve others.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Create a Necklace to
Give
Beaded jewelry is a very popular art
in Kenya. Women make elaborate
beaded necklaces, collars, bracelets,
belts, and placemats with beads.
As we are nearing the Christmas
season, children will make a
beaded necklace or bracelet for
someone of their choosing and have
the chance to wrap it up as a gift.
Items needed: colored or patterned paper;
toothpicks; glue; scissors; cording; plastic
beads (optional); gift wrap; tape; gift tags;
TH: Paper Beads

1. Before the session, cut colored
paper into thin triangular strips,
approximately 10 per child. The
widest part of the strip will be the
width of your bead. See TH: Paper
Beads for an example.
2. Demonstrate how to roll the
paper triangle around the toothpick
from the widest end to the point.
Use glue to secure the point to the
bead and let dry. Continue making
additional beads. Once the beads
have dried, remove toothpicks and
thread onto cording, alternating
paper beads with plastic ones, if
desired. You could also tie knots
between each bead for a different
effect.
3. Allow children to wrap their
necklaces with gift wrap and label
with a gift tag as a way to “give”
rather than “receive” their Kenyan
art creation.

Create a Kigogo
Game

player may capture those four
pieces for his or her storage unless
it is the first player’s final piece.

Across Kenya people can be seen
moving pebbles from one cup to
another or even from one hole to
another in a popular game called
kigogo. This game is much like
mancala. The goal is to capture the
greatest number of pieces to win.
Items needed: one empty egg carton per
every two children; 48 beads, beans, or
pebbles per every two children; scissors

1. To make a kigogo board, cut the
top off of the egg carton. Cut the
top in half and give each player
one half to use as their store for
captured pieces. Use the bottom of
the egg carton as the playing board.
Place four beads, beans or pebbles
in each of the twelve holes.
2. To play the game, the first player
picks up all the pieces from one
cup on his or her side of the board
and starting with the cup to the
right, places one piece in each cup.
When the last piece is dropped into
a cup without three pieces or with
no pieces in it, the player picks up
all the pieces in that cup and keeps
dropping them to the right. If there
are three pieces in the final cup,
the player picks up all four pieces
and captures them for his or her
own. Then it is the other player’s
turn.

4. The game continues until all the
pieces are collected in the storage.
The player who collects the most
pieces wins.

Work an Epiphany
Crossword Puzzle
The story of the Wise Men bringing
gifts to Jesus is celebrated in many
traditions on Epiphany, January 6,
twelve days after Christmas. This
day celebrates the visit from the
Wise Men and the gifts they brought
to the new King. Our Bible story for
this unit focuses on Matthew 2.
Items needed: copy of RK 3: Epiphany
Crossword Puzzle for each child; pencils;
Bibles

1. Assist the children in locating
Matthew 2 in the Bibles. Use the
Bible verses to locate the answers
for the crossword puzzle.
2. Give each child a copy of RK 3:
Epiphany Crossword Puzzle. If you
have younger children, consider
pairing each younger child with
an older child to work the puzzle
together.
3. Ask: What gifts did the Wise
Men bring? What kind of gifts do
you have that you can use to help
others?

3. If there are no pieces in the last
cup, it is the other player’s turn.
If a player adds a fourth piece to
the cup during their play, the other
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Listen to a Nyatiti
Instrument
Nyatiti is a common instrument
used to make music in Kenya. The
instrument made of eucalyptus, fig
tree, and cow skin has eight fishing
line strings. The rhythmic sound
is used along with voices to praise.
Praising God with our voices and
instruments is one way to share our
gifts with God and others.

“Praise Him, Praise Him, All You
Little Children.”
3. Remind children that people all
around the world, in all different
ways, with all kinds of instruments
and languages, offer praise to God.

Items needed: TH: Nyatiti Instrument
Video; computer or other device

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Nyatiti Instrument Video and
prepare to show the video.
2. Show the video to children then
choose a song your group knows
well to sing praise to God. You
might choose a modern worship
song or a more traditional song like

Transition
Give students a five-minute
warning before it is time to
move to Large Group. Encourage
them to complete their learning
activity and clean up their area
before coming to Large Group. As
children gather, ask them about
their learning activities. Bring RK
7: Learning about Jesus to Large
Group. Ask three children to read
the parts of the Wise Men in the
story.

Large Group
Say: During this unit we have been talking about Africa Exchange. The
ministry seeks to exchange ideas, resources, education, medical care, and
opportunities to help individuals and communities in Kenya.
Show RK 7: Learning about Jesus. Say: This boy is one child who has
received the gift of education. He is learning not only early literacy and
math skills, but about the good news of Jesus through the ministry of
Africa Exchange.
Say: Today we will explore the biblical story of the Wise Men from
Matthew 2. The wise men brought gifts to give to the newborn King. We
each have gifts—talents, abilities, skills, resources—that we can share with
others and use to serve God. As you consider the story of the Wise Men,
think of the gifts you have to share and the gifts we’ve seen exchanged
through Africa Exchange.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “The Wise Men Brought Gifts.”
Pray: Thank you, God, for sending your son, Jesus, to be the Savior of the
world. Thank you for giving us the greatest gift in Christ. Help us as we
share our own gifts with the world and as Africa Exchange shares with the
people of Kenya. Amen.
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STORY

The Wise Men Brought Gifts
Closing Activity

Reporter: Good evening. Thanks for tuning into WBLM Live,
here in Bethlehem. I’m reporter Obed Perez, coming to you live
from the home of Mary and Joseph, with Wise Men from the
east. Wise Men, please tell us why you are here.

1. Say: Today we learned about
the gifts the Wise Men gave
Jesus. At Christmas, we often
give gifts like the Wise Men did.
Ask: How can you be a part of
sharing the good news of Jesus’
birth with someone new this
Christmas season?

Wise Man 1: We’ve come to bring gifts. We saw a star when
it rose in the sky and have followed it all the way here to
Bethlehem.
Reporter: You say you saw a star?
Wise Man 2: Yes, we were living in the east, and we saw a
new star appear. We traveled to Jerusalem and asked everyone,
“Where is the one who has been born King of the Jews? We’ve
come to worship him.”

2. Brainstorm ways you could
serve others and share your gifts
this season.

Reporter: I see. You saw a star and knew it was a sign of the
new King?

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with other
leaders and look ahead to
the next session. Consider
the activities you will do and
the preparations to be made.
Reflect on today’s lesson and
consider how you can be a part
of meeting spiritual needs and
sharing healing through God’s
love this week.

Wise Man 3: Yes, we knew of the prophecy that said a messiah
would be born who would be the ruler who would shepherd the
people of Israel. We went to Jerusalem and King Herod heard
of our search. He secretly asked us when the star appeared and
sent us to go and find this King. He said he wanted us to come
back to him with the news of what we had found.
Reporter: So, what did you find exactly?
Wise Man 1: We found this child—Jesus, the son of Joseph of
Nazareth and Mary.
Wise Man 2: When we came to their house, the star rested in
the sky, and we knew we had reached the right place.
Wise Man 3: We were overjoyed and bowed down and
worshiped him. We presented him with gifts of gold,
frankincense, and myrrh.
Reporter: What are you going to do now?
Wise Man 1: We are going home by another way. We are not
going back to Herod. God told us in a dream that we could not
trust Herod. God warned us that we should go back by another
route.
Reporter: Thank you. Best wishes on your travel. A new king,
a Savior, Jesus, has been born right here in Bethlehem. The
star in the sky has led travelers to find and worship him. That
concludes my report for now. Stay tuned for more updates in
this live news coverage from WBLM.
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.
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Exchanging Gifts of
Microenterprise and
Conservation
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up activities in separate
areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Gather RK 4: Sam and Melody Harrell and RK 8: Learning to Give.
• Post RK 17: Allergy Alert where parents can see it.
• Locate TH: Fish Carving.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : In this session children will learn about
Africa Exchange’s microenterprise education and environmental
conservation efforts, which strengthen local communities and support
the Integrated Child Development Centers. Teaching members of
the local community best practices in fishery, beekeeping and other
microenterprise endeavors equips communities to expand their
services and educational opportunities for themselves.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games

As Children Arrive…
Greet children as they arrive. Ask: Has anyone ever taught you how
to do something on your own rather than just doing it for you? How
did that help you? Say: Today we are going to learn about Africa
Exchange’s ministry to educate people in ways to earn money and
take care of the environment.

Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Prepare and Taste
Mandazi
Mandazi is a favorite snack in
Kenya. It is much like a doughnut
without a hole.
Items needed: recipe ingredients;
napkins; bowl; spoon; measuring cups and
spoons; electric skillet; paper towels; RK
17: Allergy Alert

Recipe Ingredients:
2 cups flour
1½ teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon butter
1 egg, beaten
¼ cup milk
¼ cup water
4 teaspoons sugar
¼ teaspoon allspice
vegetable oil
1. Before the session, prepare the
ingredients and cooking area for
children. Decide if you will make
the recipe before the session, or
allow the children to help you
make it during the session. Prepare
and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
2. To prepare the recipe, mix
together dry ingredients, except
sugar. Cut in butter and add sugar.
Beat together egg, milk, and water
and add to dry mixture. Knead
dough until it is soft. Roll out
dough and cut into any shape.
Deep fry the dough shapes in
vegetable oil until golden brown on
all sides. Drain and serve warm.
3. Say: Mandazi is a favorite
snack in Kenya. It is kind of like a

doughnut without a hole. Today we
will make and taste mandazi.
4. Prepare the snack. Offer a
prayer, thanking God for the food
before eating.

Carve Fish to Give
Carving animals is a popular
handicraft in Kenya. Many people
enjoy carving some of the beautiful
animals of Kenya into wood and
soapstone. These are popular items
to purchase if you visit Kenya.
Items needed: one bar of soap per child
(personal-size but not travel-sized bars of
scent-free floating soap); plastic knives;
spoons; toothpicks; craft sticks; simple
fish pattern; gift wrap; tape; scissors; gift
tags; TH: Fish Carving

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Fish Carving for photos of the
project. Create a sample fish
carving to show the preschoolers.
2. Say: Carving animals is a
popular handicraft in Kenya. We are
going to make fish shapes today to
go along with the work of Africa
Exchange, which teaches people
how to fish and how to take care of
fish ponds.
3. Say: We are carving our fish out
of soap. The good news about soap
is that it is soft, so we do not need
sharp tools to carve. Instead we
can use plastic and wooden tools
to help us carve the shape. The
key to carving is to go slowly and
patiently.
4. Demonstrate how to trace the
fish shape onto the bar of soap.
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Begin carving by removing the
outer edge of the soap until the
entire bar is in the shape of a fish.
Then use the toothpicks to add
details to the fish like gills, fins or
eyes.
5. As we continue in the spirit of
mutual exchange, offer children
the chance to give their carving
to a family member or friend for
Christmas. Assist them in wrapping
the carving with giftwrap and
adding a gift tag.

Get to Know the
Harrells
Melody and Sam Harrell both grew
up in Africa. Their work originally
began in the capital city, but they
began to recognize a significant
problem. People were moving
to the city from rural areas in
search of more opportunities and
education, but once they relocated
were often not able to find the
hoped for possibilities. Melody and
Sam realized there was a need for
ministry in the rural communities
instead and shifted their work
toward the ICDCs.
Items needed: RK 4: Meet Melody and
Sam Harrell; paper; pencils

1. Gather RK: 4 Meet Melody
and Sam Harrell to find out more
about the CBF field personnel and
see how their experiences and
education influenced their ministry.
2. Ask older children to take turns
reading aloud the facts found on
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RK 4. When all of the facts have
been read, ask each child to share
one thing they learned about either
Melody or Sam Harrell.
3. Say: Kenya has both urban
and rural areas. The cities are
somewhat like American cities with
skyscrapers, traffic, and modern
amenities. There are parts of the
city with great poverty and slums
where thousands of people live in
very basic housing. Jobs can be
very limited and kids may not be
able to attend school. The rural
areas are very different with wide,
open plains, animals, and less
access to water and transportation.
In rural areas, children help with
chores like fetching water and
firewood and families often share
space where they sleep.
4. Take a piece of paper and fold
it in half. Label one half urban
and one half rural. Spend a few
minutes drawing or writing about
what you think life in Kenya would

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone
to help and then move to Large
Group. While all the children are
gathering, ask the students to tell
about their learning activities.
Bring RK 8: Learning to Give.

be like. Consider what life was like
for Sam and Melody as they were
growing up in these areas and what
life might be like today for kids in
these areas.
5. Share your drawings and
writings with one another. As you
share, offer a sentence prayer for
the people of Kenya and the work
of Melody and Sam Harrell.

Run a Race
Kenya is known for its many longdistance runners. Kenyans have
won many of the top races in the
world and have broken many world
records for their speed over long
distances.

races in the world and have broken
many world records for their speed.
2. Move to an open space like
a field, track, or gym. Establish
a start and finish line and allow
your group to run. Challenge the
children to run a distance farther
than they might normally think
they can run.
3. Older children will enjoy the
competition with a winner, but you
should decide how much or how
little focus you will place upon this
before the race begins.
4. Say a prayer, thanking God for
our bodies that let us move and run
and play.

Items needed: none

1. Say: Kenya is well known for
its many long-distance runners.
Kenyans have won many of the top

Large Group
Say: We are finishing our study about Africa Exchange today. What areas
of ministry do you remember that Africa Exchange provides?
Say: One part of their ministry unites the communities where the
Integrated Child Development Centers are located in helping to support
the work of the school and even expand ministry to the whole community.
We will learn how some microenterprise efforts and environmental
conservation education are supporting individual families and the greater
good. Show RK 8: Learning to Give as you tell the story.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Declan Learns to Earn.”
Pray: Thank God for the work of Africa Exchange, which supports
whole communities and individuals through education, healthcare,
microenterprise, and environmental conservation. Pray for the leaders in
Kenya as they equip local communities to work together to provide for
their families.
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STORY

Declan Learns to Earn
Closing Activity

“Ready, set, go!” shouted Amari. The friends were off, running
to determine the fastest runner on the street. Just as the racers
rounded the corner toward the finish line, Declan’s father came
to get him. As Declan finished in third place, his father said, “It’s
time to go to our training. Come along.” “Bye, Amari, see you at
school,” Declan shouted to his friend.

1. Say: We have learned
many things about Kenya and
Africa Exchange. Ask: Do you
remember the idea of kutana
and mutual sharing together?

Declan told his friends goodbye and walked with his dad toward
Africa Exchange’s fishponds. As they walked, they ate mandazi
for a snack. It was one of Declan’s favorite treats. When they
arrived at the fishponds, several men and boys were gathered
around.

2. Say: To close our unit
together, find a partner and
share with one another one
thing you have learned and one
thing you’d like your partner to
pray about for you. Share in a
time of mutual prayer for one
another and for Africa Exchange
with your partner.

CBF field personnel Sam Harrell began the training with a
prayer: “Dear God, help us to do our best as we care for these
fish and bees. Amen.”
Declan was excited. He had been fishing before, but he didn’t
know how to take care of fish or bees! Today he would learn,
along with his dad, how to help raise the tilapia fish to be the
healthiest and best fish in the area. Some fish would be used at
the Integrated Child Development Centers and other fish could
be sold in the market. He would also learn how to help take care
of bees and how to get honey! Yum! Honey would be delicious
on his next mandazi! The honey could also be sold to make
more money. Declan paid close attention to everything that Sam
showed them and told them. He didn’t understand it all, but he
was glad to get to come along with his dad and learn what he
could.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the unit with other
leaders. What worked well and
what would you do differently
next time? Look ahead to the
next unit and begin planning
for the next unit’s learning
activities.

When the training was over, Declan and his dad began walking
home. They would come back next week for more training, but
soon, they would be able to take what they were learning and
use it to earn more money for their family. As they walked, they
spotted several beautiful birds and an iguana.
Declan said, “I’m so glad I got to learn about taking care of fish
and bees today.” Declan’s dad smiled because he was glad to
learn these new skills and ideas, too.
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2

Theme: Sharing Hope
People focus: Anna and
LaCount Anderson

Ministry focus: Together
for Hope in rural North
Carolina

Scripture focus:

INFO BANK

John 6:1-15

Go to www.cbf.net/
teacherhelps for more
resources for this unit.

Sharing Hope
By Janet Cleland

Have you ever felt grumpy when you were hungry? Have you been out of
sorts when your lunchtime has been delayed? There are many people all
over our country who live with true hunger every day; the kind of hunger
that causes serious health issues. Many of these people live in poverty in
rural counties across America. In 2001, the
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship formed
Together for Hope, a rural development
coalition, which established a 20-year
commitment to the 20 poorest counties
in the United States. In these long-term
partnerships with local leaders, Together for
Hope has become a force for the common
good in rural America.
Jesus gave us a good example of feeding
hungry people when he fed a crowd of
5,000 hungry souls who had gathered to
hear him teach. In John 6:1-15, we hear
the story of this feeding miracle, where
Jesus fed the crowd with just five loaves
The community of Conetoe,
of bread and two fish. Not only did he
in rural eastern North Carolina,
multiply the loaves and fishes to feed way
is considered a “food desert,”
more that 5,000 people, but he had twelve
because of the lack of healthy
baskets of food left over! Jesus showed us
food options. CBF field personnel
how important it is to feed those who are
Anna Anderson and her husband
hungry.
LaCount are working to increase
In this unit we will learn about CBF field
access to healthy foods through
personnel Anna Anderson, who serves
community gardens and educaalongside her husband LaCount with
tion efforts.
Together for Hope in rural North Carolina.
Their ministry focuses on providing
poverty relief. The Andersons do this work in a number of ways, including
food distribution, poverty education, encouraging churches and
organizations to get involved in poverty relief, and involvement with the
balance of state program which secures permanent supportive housing for
individuals experiencing homelessness.
Anna and LaCount are involved with a community in eastern North
Carolina, Conetoe [Co NEAT uh], in helping to provide resources. Conetoe
is commonly called a “food desert,” because of the lack of healthy food
options. The Andersons work with Rev. Richard Joyner and the Conetoe
Family Life Center, which seeks to improve the health of the youth in
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Other Sources of
Information

the community by increasing access to healthy foods, increasing
physical activities, and providing access to health services. The goal
is to break the cycle of poverty by improving the resources available
to families, specifically families with children.
The Andersons also work with Lakeside Baptist Church in
Rocky Mount, North Carolina, their home church. They minister to
children in grades three through five, who come to Heartworks, an
after-school program at Lakeside Baptist Church. Anna and LaCount
drive the church bus to the school to pick up the children and bring
them to the church every afternoon. They provide homework help,
snacks, tutoring, reading help, and play fun games with the children.
Each afternoon they are building relationships with the children as
they get to know them and as they share God’s love.
Many people benefit from the ministry of Together for Hope in
North Carolina through the work of Anna and LaCount Anderson.
Just as Jesus fed the hungry and provided hope for many hungry
people, so does the work of Together for Hope in North Carolina
and in many other counties and states in our country. In this unit,
we will experience together the power of hope in the lives of so
many people who need relief in the midst of their poverty.

1. Visit the Together for Hope website to
learn about rural poverty in the United
States: www.cbf.net/tfh.
2. Read the CBF blog about Together
for Hope: www.cbfblog.com/2011/06/23/
together-for-hope-reaches-10-yearmilestone.
3. Go to the CBF field personnel page
for Anna and LaCount Anderson to
learn more about their ministries: www.
cbf.net/anderson.
4. Read the CBF blog about the
Andersons’ work in Conetoe:
www.cbfblog.com/2016/07/11/
hope-in-the-conetoe-community/.
5. Go to www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to
find more resources for this unit.

Janet Cleland is the Minister to Children, Families, and Outreach at
First Baptist Church, Athens, Georgia. She loves discovering God with
children and helping families discover God together.

teaching/
learning aim:
In this unit, children will learn
about Together for Hope,
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship’s
rural development coalition. They
will be introduced to CBF field
personnel Anna Anderson and
her husband LaCount, who are
working to end poverty in eastern
North Carolina through Together
for Hope. The children will
experience how working together
with partners is helping to stop
poverty in rural eastern North
Carolina.

WO R D BA N K
CSA: abbreviation for “community supported agriculture;” system
in which a farm operation is supported by shareholders within the
community who share both the benefits and risks of food production

food bank: place where stocks of food, typically basic provisions and
nonperishable items, are supplied free of charge to people in need

food box: box of food purchased for $50.00 to feed a nearly homeless
family in eastern North Carolina

food desert: area where fresh, nutritious food is not readily available
sustainable resources: resources that can be continuously replenished
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games

1

Sharing Hope with
People Who Are Hungry
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Preview and prepare to show TH: January Video. This animated
video provides an entertaining and informative overview of the
unit.
• Gather RK 9: Word Search and RK 14: Anna and LaCount Anderson.
• Locate TH: Windsock.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : Children will be introduced to the work of CBF
field personnel Anna Anderson and her husband LaCount. They will
learn about their work with Together for Hope in rural eastern North
Carolina. They will hear the story of Jesus feeding the 5,000 and
understand that Jesus wants us to feed the hungry. The children will
also be challenged in our mission project to do what they can to feed
people who are hungry.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Tasting the Food

As Children Arrive…

Enjoying the Arts

Greet children by name as they arrive. Ask: Have you ever been
really hungry? Today we will hear a story about Jesus feeding 5,000
people. We will also learn about people in rural North Carolina who
are hungry, just like the people Jesus fed. We will see how people are
helping to feed hungry people today. Point out the learning activities
and guide children to choose their first activity.

RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Make Breadstick Fish
Today we will hear the story of
Jesus feeding 5,000 people with just
two fish and five loaves of bread.
Anna and LaCount Anderson work
with people who live in a “food
desert” in Conetoe, North Carolina.
They work with the Conetoe Family
Life Center to provide access to
healthy foods.

4. Enjoy eating your breadstick fish
as you continue to talk about ways
that we can help the hungry.

Search for Words
Children will search for some of
the words used in the story of Jesus
feeding the 5,000.
Items needed: copy of RK 9: Word Search
for each child; Bibles

Items needed: recipe ingredients; toaster
oven; aluminum foil; napkins; RK 17:
Allergy Alert

1. Before the session, make one
copy per child of RK 9: Word
Search.

Recipe Ingredients:
Refrigerated breadstick dough
(1 stick per child)
Cinnamon
Sugar

2. Say: I am going to read the
story of Jesus feeding the 5,000
from John 6:1-15. Listen carefully,
because after I read the story, you
will be searching for some of the
words in the story.

1. Before the session, post a
copy of RK 17: Allergy Alert
where parents will see it. Have
all ingredients ready and preheat
toaster oven to 350 degrees.
2. Guide the children to shape
the dough into a fish shape.
Then guide them to shake some
cinnamon and sugar on the fish
breadsticks. Bake the fish in the
toaster oven, according to the
package directions.
3. While the fish are baking, say:
We will hear a story in the Bible
about Jesus performing a miracle
and feeding over 5,000 people with
just two fish and five loaves of
bread. Can you think of some ways
we could help feed people who are
hungry in our community?

3. Give each child a copy of RK
9. Instruct the children to find the
words listed on the word search.
4. Lead the children in a prayer
for all the people in rural eastern
North Carolina who are hungry.

The Bible story for this unit tells the
story of Jesus using just two fish
and five loaves of bread to feed a
large crowd of hungry people. The
children will make a fish-shaped
windsock to remind them of the
Bible story.
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1. Before the session, locate TH:
Windsock for a photo of this
project. Cut a variety of foam
shapes (circles, triangles, ovals,
etc.) that will be used to create the
fish designs.
2. Say: In this session, we are
learning about the story of Jesus
feeding the 5,000. To remind us
that it is important to feed the
hungry, we are going to make a
foam fish windsock. You can hang
it in your room as a reminder.
3. Give each child a large sheet of
craft foam. Place the foam shapes
where the children can access
them. Guide the children to arrange
the shapes to create fish designs on
the large foam sheet and glue them
down. Staple the long ends of the
foam sheets together.
4. Attach ribbons on the bottom
and one long ribbon at the top to
hang the windsock.

Run a Picnic Relay

Make a Foam Fish
Windsock
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Items needed: large sheets of craft foam
in various colors; scissors; glue; stapler;
ribbon; TH: Windsock

Our session story tells us about
giving hope to the hungry. If we
work together, we can give hope
to the hungry just like the people
who work with Together for Hope.
This relay game helps children
understand the importance of
working together.
Items needed: two picnic baskets; picnic
tablecloth; paper plates; paper cups; plastic
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flatware; toy food or pictures of food on
index cards; masking tape

person in line will go, and so on
until all items are set out.

1. Before the session, fill two picnic
baskets with the following identical
items: one tablecloth, four paper
plates, four paper cups, four sets
of plastic flatware, and toy food or
pictures of food. Mark a starting
line on the floor with masking tape.

5. The first team to get all their
items set up in the right order
and sit down around their picnic
tablecloth wins the relay!

2. Divide the children into two
teams and line them up behind the
starting lines.
3. Say: We need to get ready for a
picnic! I have placed picnic items
inside each basket. When I say
“go,” the first person in line will
skip down to the picnic basket,
find the picnic cloth, take it out
of the basket, bring it back to the
team, and spread it out next to the
starting line.

6. Ask: How well did your team
work together? What did you do
well? Did you do anything that was
not helpful?
7. Say: When we work together
and help one another, we give hope
to our world.

4. The next person will skip down
to the picnic basket and choose the
next item needed for the picnic.
You will decide as a team what that
next item will be. Then the next

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to tell about their
learning activities. Bring a Bible
and RK 14: Anna and LaCount
Anderson to Large Group and plan
to show TH: January Video.

Large Group
Say: We are beginning a new unit to learn about the ministry of Anna
Anderson in rural eastern North Carolina (show RK 14: Anna and LaCount
Anderson). They work with the ministry of Together for Hope, providing
hope to those who are hungry and struggling with life’s basic needs.
Our Bible story, which is about Jesus feeding the 5,000, will help us
understand some ways we can bring hope to people just like Jesus brought
hope to the people he fed.
Show TH: January Video, which is an animated video, providing an
entertaining and informative overview of the unit.
Say: Now let’s hear about the story of Jesus feeding the 5,000 and of a boy
named Peter who wants to help provide hope.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Peter Shares Hope for the Hungry.”
Pray: Thank you, God, for the story of Jesus feeding the 5,000. Help us to
work to give hope to people who are hungry by providing food for them..
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STORY

Peter Shares Hope
for the Hungry

Closing Activity

When Peter’s mom picked him up from school, he was full of
questions and full of excitement. “Mom, we watched a video
today about a boy who helped feed the homeless and hungry
people in his town. He was a hero!” exclaimed Peter. “Are
there homeless and hungry people in our town who we could
help?” asked Peter. “Well, yes, there are, Peter,” replied Peter’s
mom. “We need to think of ways we can help and give hope to
hungry people. I believe God wants us to help the homeless find
shelter and he wants us to feed hungry people,” said Peter's
mom. “There is a story in the Bible about Jesus feeding hungry
people,” Peter’s mom explained. “Can you tell me that story?”
Peter asked. “Of course,” said his mom. She told Peter the story
from John 6: 1-15.

Mission Activity
Introduce the mission project,
which is found on page 3.
Decide if your class will collect
food for a local food bank or
if you will collect money to
purchase a food box for Together
for Hope. Perhaps you could
discuss this with the children to
see what they might like to do.
Brainstorm ways they can raise
money to make the purchases.

As Peter’s mom drove through their neighborhood, she said,
“A large crowd was following Jesus because he had performed
many miracles. Jesus looked up and saw the large crowd and he
said to Philip, ‘Where will we buy food to feed these people?’
Jesus knew that the people following him must be hungry
because they had followed him all day long. A boy in the crowd
had packed a lunch. He had five loaves of bread and two fish.
He offered them to Jesus. Jesus took the loaves and fishes and
he thanked God for them. Then he performed a miracle and
multiplied the loaves and fishes so that everyone had enough
food to eat! They even had twelve baskets full of loaves and
fishes left over!”

Closing Activity
1. Ask: Do you think it is
important to help feed hungry
people?
2. Ask: Did Peter think it was
important? Say: When you go
home, think about ways you can
help feed hungry people and
talk to your parents about some
things you can do to help.

“Peter, do you think Jesus thinks it is important to feed people
who are hungry?” asked Peter’s mom. “I sure do!” Peter said.
“I want to help! I am going to use my allowance each week
to buy food to take to the food bank.” “Wow! That is a great
idea!” replied his mom. “Each week when we shop for our
groceries, we will buy groceries for the food bank and drop
them off there.” “When you buy food with your allowance each
week, you will be sharing hope for the hungry!” Peter’s mom
explained. “Yes!” Peter exclaimed. “I can’t wait to start sharing!”
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3. Remind the children to pray
for families who are hungry
and homeless. As parents
arrive, thank the children for
participating in the session.

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the
other leaders. Plan the learning
activities for Session 2. Reflect
on today’s lesson and find a way
to make it a part of your life.
How can you help those families
who are hungry and homeless?
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games
Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

2

Sharing Hope at
Heartworks
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up the activities in
separate areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Gather RK 10: Lord’s Prayer Doodle Art, RK 14: Anna and LaCount
Anderson, and RK 15: Heartworks.
• Locate TH: Math Bingo Cards.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : Children will be introduced to the ministry of
Heartworks, an after-school program for children in Rocky Mount,
North Carolina. Anna and LaCount Anderson drive the church bus
to the school to pick up the children and bring them to the program.
They provide homework help, tutoring, and play fun games with the
children. Most of all, the Andersons talk to the children, get to know
them, and build relationships with them as they share God’s love and
hope with the children at Heartworks.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

As Children Arrive…
Greet children by name as they arrive. Ask: Do you go to an afterschool program? What kind of things do you do at your after-school
program? Say: Today we are going to learn about an after-school
program called Heartworks in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. You
will get to experience some of the things the children at Heartworks
experience in their program.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Make Trail Mix
Heartworks after-school program
provides homework help, tutoring
games, devotion time, prayer, and a
snack each afternoon.
Items needed: recipe ingredients; mixing
bowl; large spoon; cups; RK 17: Allergy
Alert

Recipe Ingredients:
2 cups Chocolate Chex cereal
2 cups Rice Chex cereal
1 cup raisins
1 cup candy-coated chocolate
candies
1 cup peanuts
1 cup roasted almonds
½ cup chocolate chips
(Note: If any children have nut
allergies, replace nuts with dried
fruit.)

pray for the children who attend
Heartworks after-school program.

Share about Your Day
LaCount and Anna Anderson love
to build relationships with the
children at Heartworks. One of the
ways they do this is to spend time
talking with the children about how
their day is going.
Items needed: small ball or beanbag

1. Instruct the children to sit down
in a circle.
2. Say: We are going to go around
our circle and share about our
days. Everyone will have a turn
to share. I will toss the ball or
beanbag to someone and after they
share, they will toss it to someone
else to share.

1. Before the session, set out the
ingredients and items needed for
the trail mix. Prepare and post RK
17: Allergy Alert.

3. Toss the beanbag or ball to one
of the children and ask: What was
the best part of your day? What
was the hardest part of your day?

2. Guide the children to measure
and mix the ingredients for the trail
mix.

4. When the first child finishes,
they toss the ball or beanbag to
someone else in the circle and they
answer the two questions. Continue
until everyone has had a chance to
share.

3. Say: Anna and LaCount
Anderson work with Heartworks
after-school program at Lakeside
Baptist Church in Rocky Mount,
North Carolina. The afternoon
program always includes a special
snack, like this trail mix.

5. Say: Thank you all for sharing
about your days. Now let’s pray
for the children who attend
Heartworks after-school program.

4. Fill a cup with trail mix for each
child.

Pray the Lord’s
Prayer
One afternoon at Heartworks, one
of the children volunteered to lead
the group in prayer. She led the
group in praying the Lord’s Prayer.
Anna and LaCount were very
moved because they had not prayed
that prayer in the devotion time
before, but she knew the prayer by
heart and wanted to pray it.
Items needed: copy of RK 10: Lord’s
Prayer Doodle Art for each child; Bible;
markers, crayons or colored pencils

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 10 for each child and set
out markers, crayons, or colored
pencils for them to use.
2. Say: Let’s open the Bible to
Matthew 6:9-14. Read the Lord’s
Prayer from the Bible.
3. Say: One day at Heartworks
after-school program, at the end
of their devotion time, one of the
children wanted to lead the group
in prayer. She prayed the Lord’s
Prayer with everyone from memory.
She knew the prayer because she
had prayed it many times at her
church.
4. Guide the children to color and
decorate the doodle art Lord’s
Prayer page.
5. Finish by praying the Lord’s
Prayer together.

5. Say: Before we eat our trail mix,
let’s thank God for our food and
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Play Math Bingo

3. Say: The children who attend
Heartworks after-school program
love to play learning games and
their favorite is Math Bingo.

Every afternoon at Heartworks,
after the children finish their
homework and their reading
assignment, they can pick a game
to play. The favorite game that they
request is Math Bingo. It is a fun
way to help them with their math
skills.

4. Give each child a Bingo card and
some markers. Play Math Bingo by
calling out math equations with
answers found on the Bingo cards.
Sample equations are found on TH:
Math Bingo Cards, but if you have
younger children you may need to
simplify. For example, you could
choose to call out only addition
equations. Another option would
be to pair younger children with
older children.

Items needed: TH: Math Bingo Cards;
Bingo markers (could be buttons or M &
M’s)

1. Before the session, locate TH:
Math Bingo Cards to create and
print Bingo cards. Print and cut
apart the Bingo cards. Set out the
Bingo cards and markers for the
game.
2. Ask: Do you like to play math
games at school?

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to tell about their
learning activities. Bring RK 14:
Anna and LaCount Anderson and
RK 15: Heartworks.

5. Say: You just played one of
the fun learning games they play
at Heartworks. Let’s pray for the
children of Heartworks and for the
Andersons who are helping them to
learn and be successful.

Large Group
Say: Last week we began a new unit about the Cooperative Baptist
Fellowship’s efforts to end poverty in rural America. Our focus is with
Anna and LaCount Anderson and their ministry in rural eastern North
Carolina.
Say: In this session, our story will focus on the ministry of Heartworks,
an after-school program in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. This program is
sponsored and staffed by people from Lakeside Baptist Church in Rocky
Mount. Anna and LaCount Anderson serve in this program by driving the
church bus to pick up the children and bring them to the church. Then
they provide homework help and tutoring for the children. They listen to
them read, play fun learning games, have a devotion time, and spend time
getting to know the children and building relationships with them.
Say: Now let’s hear a story about what children experience at Heartworks.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Sharing Hope @ Heartworks.”
Pray: Thank you, God, for the work of the Andersons at Heartworks and
for all the children they minister to.
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STORY

Sharing Hope at Heartworks
Closing Activity

Niya and Daniel anxiously waited in front of their school for the
bus from Lakeside Baptist Church to pick them up. They attend a
special after-school program called Heartworks at the church in
Rocky Mount, North Carolina.

Mission Activity:
Continue making plans to
participate in your local food
bank or purchase food boxes
for Together for Hope in eastern
North Carolina. Spend some time
talking with the children about
how they can help collect food
or raise funds for the project.

“I see the bus!” shouted Daniel. “I am so excited to go to
Heartworks today and see what games we are going to play,”
said Niya. The church bus arrived, and the doors opened.
LaCount Anderson said, “Good afternoon! Hop on and we
will head to the church for a fun afternoon.” The after-school
program is sponsored and staffed by people who attend Lakeside
Baptist Church where Anna and LaCount Anderson go to church.
CBF field personnel Anna Anderson and her husband LaCount
serve in eastern North Carolina.

Closing Activity:

Niya and Daniel love attending Heartworks, where they receive
help with their homework and read fun and exciting books.
Anna and LaCount Anderson sit with the children and listen to
them read and sometimes read a special book to them. Daniel
loves playing games at Heartworks. Daniel tugged on Anna’s
sleeve and asked, “Can we play math bingo? We have finished
our homework and our reading, and I love that game!” “Sure,”
replied Anna. They played math bingo two times and Daniel
loved it.

1. Show RK 14: Anna and
LaCount Anderson and RK 15:
Heartworks.
2. Ask: What have we learned
about the Andersons ministry at
Heartworks?
3. Say: The Andersons and the
helpers from Lakeside Baptist
church in Rocky Mount, North
Carolina provide hope for the
children who attend Heartworks.
They help them with homework
and reading and math and spend
time building relationships with
them. What are some ways we
can give people hope?

“It is time for our devotion and prayer,” said LaCount.
“Everyone, please clean up the games and books.” This is the
favorite time of the afternoon for Anna and LaCount because
they spend this time getting to know the children. As the
children gathered around in a circle, Anna asked each child
about his or her day. Then Anna shared with them the Bible
story from John 6: 1-15, about Jesus feeding 5,000 people. They
had a great discussion about being hungry and about the people
who provide them with food. LaCount prayed, thanking God for
always providing for all that we need and for the people who
help provide for our needs.

4. Remind the children to pray
for the ministry of Heartworks
and for the Andersons.

At the end of the devotion time, Niya asked if she could lead
the group in a prayer. Anna and LaCount were glad that Niya
wanted to pray aloud. She led the group in praying the Lord’s
Prayer, which she knew by heart. After everyone prayed, Anna
asked the group of children, “What is your favorite thing about
Heartworks?” Daniel replied, “Seeing you each day is my favorite
part, because I know you really like us!”
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AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the
other leaders. Plan the learning
activities for Session 3. Reflect
on today’s lesson and find a way
to make it a part of your life.
How can you provide hope for
those in need?
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games

3

Sharing Hope in
Conetoe
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up activities in separate
areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Gather RK 11: Nutrition Cards, RK 12: Pictionary Cards, RK 14:
Anna and LaCount Anderson, and RK 16: Conetoe Family Life
Center.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : Children will learn about Anna and LaCount
Anderson’s work in the Conetoe [Co NEAT uh] community of eastern
North Carolina. The town is surrounded by farmland, but the nearest
grocery store is 10 miles away, making it one of the country’s many
food deserts, where fresh, nutritious food is not readily available.
The Andersons’ ministry there includes the Conetoe Family Life
Center, which includes a 27-acre garden and a beekeeping enterprise.
The Andersons also work to distribute food boxes to people in the
community who cannot afford to buy adequate food.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

As Children Arrive…

Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

Greet children by name as they arrive and welcome them to the
room. Ask: Have you ever worked in a garden? Have you ever been
to a farmer’s market? In this session, we are going to learn about
the ministry of Anna and LaCount Anderson in Conetoe, North
Carolina. They work with the Conetoe Family Life Center to help
feed the community fresh, healthy food. They do this through food
distribution, a large garden, and a beekeeping enterprise.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Concentrate on
Nutrition
The community of Conetoe, North
Carolina is a place where fresh,
nutritious food is not readily
available. Together for Hope has
partnered with Rev. Richard Joyner,
pastor of the Baptist Church in
Conetoe to help the community
become healthier. One way they
do this is by providing nutrition
education to the people in the
community.

4. Divide the class into small
groups, and give each group
a set of nutrition cards. Guide
the children to play a game of
concentration with the nutrition
cards.

honeycomb. We are going to taste
honey on our biscuits.

5. End the game with a discussion
about healthy foods and then pray
and thank God for the many ways
the people of Conetoe are learning
about and eating healthy foods.

4. Pray and thank God for the bees
in Conetoe that help the plants
produce fruits and vegetables that
the people can eat. Thank God for
the honey and biscuits.

Experience Honey
Business

5. Enjoy tasting honey on your
biscuits.

3. If you are baking biscuits, let
the children help you place the
refrigerated dough on a cookie
sheet.

Create a Seed
Mosaic

Items needed: RK 11: Nutrition Cards

1. Before the session, locate RK 11:
Nutrition Cards and print as many
sets as you need for your class. You
will need two sets of cards for each
concentration game.
2. Say: Today we will learn
about the people who live in the
community of Conetoe, North
Carolina. They must drive 10 miles
to the nearest grocery store. The
ministries of Together for Hope
and of the Conetoe Family Life
Center are working hard to help the
people of Conetoe have fresh and
healthy food to eat.
3. Say: Nutrition education can
help people understand how
important it is to eat healthy, fresh
foods. By learning more about
the value of eating fresh fruits
and vegetables, the people in the
Conetoe community have changed
their habits and improved their
health.

The Conetoe Family Life Center
has developed a honey business
from a beekeeping enterprise. The
honeybees help to pollinate the
produce in the garden and also
produce honey that can be sold to
provide funds for the life center.
Items needed: honey; refrigerated biscuit
dough or prepared biscuits; plates; plastic
knives; napkins; oven or toaster oven if
baking; cooking sheet; honeycomb; RK 17:
Allergy Alert

1. Before the session, gather
ingredients. Set up the toaster oven
if planning to bake the biscuits
during class. Prepare and post RK
17: Allergy Alert where parents will
see it.
2. Say: Today in our story we will
hear about the Conetoe Family
Life Center and their beekeeping
enterprise. Bees pollinate plants
and flowers so they will grow,
and they produce honey in their
honeycombs. Show the children the
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The Conetoe Family Life Center has
a 27-acre garden that Anna and
LaCount Anderson help to tend.
They help with planting, weeding,
and harvesting in the garden. This
provides healthy, fresh food for the
community of Conetoe.
Items needed: construction paper; seeds
(sunflower seeds, pumpkin seeds, beans);
glue; TH: Seed Mosaics; RK 17: Allergy
Alert

1. Before the session, gather
various types of seeds and beans.
Locate TH: Seed Mosaics for
examples to show the children.
Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy
Alert because the children will be
handling seeds.
2. Say: Today in our story we
will hear about the garden at
Conetoe Family Life Center. Many
volunteers, including children,
work in the garden. They prepare
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the soil, weed the garden, plant
the crops, water the garden, and
harvest the fruits and vegetables.
We are going make a picture with
seeds like the kinds of seeds that
they plant in the garden.

Carolina. They take the food boxes
back to the Conetoe Family Life
Center, where they help distribute
them.

3. Show TH: Seed Mosaics. Guide
the children to create mosaic
pictures by gluing the seeds to
the construction paper. Encourage
the children to place the seeds in
flower or plant designs.

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 12: Pictionary Cards on
cardstock and cut apart the cards.

4. Pray: Thank you, God, for seeds
and soil and sun and water so we
can have food to eat.

Pack a Food Box
Every month, the Andersons help
with food distribution to senior
adults in Conetoe. They drive to
Raleigh, North Carolina, and pick
up 85 boxes of food from the Food
Bank of Central and Eastern North

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to tell about their
learning activities. Bring RK 14:
Anna and LaCount Anderson and
RK 16: Conetoe Family Life Center
to Large Group.

Items needed: RK 12: Pictionary Cards;
chalkboard or whiteboard; basket or bag

2. Say: The Andersons drive each
month to the Food Bank of Central
and Eastern North Carolina in
Raleigh to pick up 85 boxes of
food. These food boxes are given
to older adults who live on a very
limited income in Conetoe.

chalkboard or whiteboard. Have
the other children try to guess what
he or she is drawing. Whoever
guesses correctly will get to be the
next child to draw. Play until all the
cards have been drawn.
5. Say: We just played a game
where we drew all the items that
go into the food box that Anna and
LaCount Anderson pick up to give
to the older adults in Conetoe. Let’s
pray for these people who live on
very limited incomes.

3. Say: We are going to play a
game of Pictionary to discover
what kinds of food items are in the
food boxes.
4. Guide the children to play the
game. Place the cards in a basket
or bag. Choose one child to pull a
card out of the basket or bag and
draw a picture of the item on the

Large Group
Say: Our story today will focus on the ministry of the Conetoe Family Life
Center at the First Baptist Church in Conetoe. Anna and LaCount Anderson
work with Pastor Richard Joyner to help provide food for the people in the
community. Once a month, the life center distributes food boxes to people
who need healthy food to eat. The Andersons drive 80 miles to Raleigh to
pick up 85 food boxes for distribution.
Say: The Conetoe Family Life Center also has a 27-acre garden that
produces fresh fruits and vegetables for the community. Many volunteers
help in the garden, including children and youth. They help prepare the
soil, plant the crops, water the garden, weed the garden, and harvest
the produce. They also have started a beekeeping enterprise to keep the
garden pollinated and to provide honey for the community.

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Sharing Hope in Conetoe.”
Pray: Thank you, God, for the work of Anna and LaCount Anderson and
the ministry with Pastor Joyner at the Conetoe Family Life Center.
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STORY

Sharing Hope in Conetoe
Grandma Sue called out to Robert and Hannah, “Are you ready to
go with me to the Family Life Center?” Robert and Hannah shouted,
“We are ready!” Grandma Sue goes once a month to the Conetoe
Family Life Center to pick up a food box, filled with yummy, healthy
foods. Anna and LaCount Anderson give the boxes of food to all of
the senior adults in Conetoe. Robert and Hannah love to go with
their grandma and work in the garden at the Family Life Center.
They also like to taste the honey that the honeybees at the garden
produce.
“I am going to help Pastor Richard today in the garden,” said Robert.
“We are going to pick watermelons.” “I get to help put the honey in
jars at the bee center, and I always get to taste some honey while we
are putting it up!” exclaimed Hannah. Robert and Hannah are good
helpers! They plant, water, weed, and harvest in the big garden at
the Family Life Center. They also get to take home some of the fresh
vegetables and fruits that they helped harvest. Hannah especially
loves to visit the bee center and watch the bees buzzing around the
flowers and plants. She loves to see the honeycomb that they pull
out of the hives.
When Robert and Hannah arrived at the center, Anna and LaCount
were waiting for them at the door. “Well, hello! We are so glad
you came!” greeted Anna. “Would you like to go out to the garden
and bee center with me?” asked LaCount. They excitedly agreed
to join him. Grandma Sue went with Anna to pick up her box of
food. Grandma Sue loves to visit with Anna and share stories about
her family. Anna loves to listen to her stories as she fills out the
paperwork for the food box.
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Mission Activity:
Continue to make plans and
collect food or funds for your
mission project. If you need
to send any information home
about your project do that this
week.
Closing Activity:
1. Show RK 14: Anna and
LaCount Anderson and RK 16:
Conetoe Family Life Center.
2. Ask: Do you like to work in
a garden? Have you ever picked
any fruit or vegetables from a
garden?
3. Say: The children in our
story spend time working in the
community garden at the family
life center. They love to be a
part of helping to provide food
for hungry people. Let’s think of
some ways we can help provide
food for people who are hungry.
4. Remind the children to pray
for the people in the community
of Conetoe and to pray for the
Andersons and Pastor Joyner as
they minister to them.

“Here you go! This month your food box has milk, pasta, rice, tuna,
peanut butter, cereal, cheese, fruits, and vegetables,” Anna said.
Grandma Sue smiled and said, “Thank you so very much! This will
help feed my family all month. This gives me so much hope!” “I am
so glad!” said Anna, as she hugged Grandma Sue. “We are happy
to help you and provide food for you and your family. Together, we
have hope!”
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Closing Activity

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the session with the
other leaders. Plan the learning
activities for Session 4. Reflect
on today’s lesson and find a way
to make it a part of your life.
How can you help with efforts
to feed hungry people in your
community?
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SESSION

Icon Key
Each learning activity is marked
with a clock indicating the
approximate number of minutes that
you should plan for the activity.
An activity that may best be
prepared before the session
will be marked accordingly.
Some activities offer options
specifically for younger children.
Some activities offer options
specifically for older children.
Some activities require the use
of a computer in the classroom.
Each learning activity is marked
with icons indicating its type. Some
activites have more than one.

4

Sharing Hope at
Camp
S E S S I O N P R E PA R AT I O N :
• Read over the lesson.
• Study background material. Visit www.cbf.net/teacherhelps to find
more resources.
• Decide which activities you want to offer. Make a list of the
supplies needed for chosen activities. Set up activities in separate
areas of the room. Identify each with a sign.
• Gather RK 13: Choose the Best, RK 14: Anna and LaCount
Anderson, and RK 16: Conetoe Family Life Center.
• Prepare and post RK 17: Allergy Alert.
S E S S I O N F O C U S : Children will learn about the summer camp
that is sponsored by the Conetoe Family Life Center. At the camp,
children have a great time playing, learning, eating, and enjoying
friends. Many of the children also attend Children’s Mission Days,
sponsored by CBF of North Carolina. This session will give children
an opportunity to experience some of the things that happen at
summer camp and Children’s Mission Days.
S E S S I O N O U T L I N E : The following outline is for use in a session
lasting 45 minutes to one hour. Adjust times according to your
schedule.
Learning Activities (20-30 minutes), Transition (5 minutes),
Large Group Time (15 minutes), Closing Activity (5-10 minutes)

Using the Bible
Meeting the People
Playing the Games
Tasting the Food
Enjoying the Arts
RK indicates a Resource Kit Item.
TH indicates an item found at
www.cbf.net/teacherhelps.

As Children Arrive…
Greet children by name as they arrive and welcome them to the room.
Ask: Have you ever attended a summer camp? If so, what kind of
things did you do? We are going to learn about the summer camp and
Children’s Mission Days at the Conetoe Family Life Center. Our story
and activities will help us to understand some of the experiences
the children of Conetoe had when they attended summer camp and
Children’s Mission Days.
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Learning Activities
Choose from the following activities according to your time frame.

Find the Healthiest
Way
During the six weeks of summer
camp at the Conetoe Family Life
Center, the children spend part of
each day in the large garden at
the center. They help to weed and
water the garden and to harvest the
vegetables. They also learn about
healthy foods and the healthiest
ways to eat them.
Items needed: RK 13: Choose the Best;
two baskets or bags

1. Before the session, make a copy
of RK 13: Choose the Best and cut
apart the cards. Hide the cards
around the room. There are 16
cards, so decide how many cards
each child will look for, based on
the number of children in your
class.
2. Say: We are going to learn
about the summer camp program
and the Children’s Mission Days
that Conetoe Family Life Center
sponsors. The children get to help
in the garden and learn how to
care for the fruits and vegetables.
They also learn the best ways to
prepare and eat the produce they
are learning about.
3. Say: We are going to learn about
healthy options for how to eat and
prepare some produce. There are
16 food cards hidden around the
room. Each card has a match that
shows the same food prepared or
served in a different way. Each of
you will find one (or more) card/s

and bring them back to the group.
When all the cards have been
found, you must search for the
person who has the matching card
for your food card. Together, you
will decide which card shows the
healthiest way to prepare and eat
the food.
4. Place two bags or baskets on a
table and label one as “healthiest
way.” As the partners make their
choices, have them place the cards
in the correct bag or basket.
5. Let the children share about
why they chose the options they
did.

Make and Taste
Salsa
At Children’s Mission Days, the
children made and tasted salsa
fresh from the garden. The children
enjoyed picking the ingredients that
went into making the salsa. They
loved making the salsa and really
thought it was cool to eat what they
had picked and made!
Items needed: recipe ingredients; food
processor or blender; plastic knives; tortilla
chips; plates; napkins; RK 17: Allergy Alert

Recipe Ingredients:
6 fresh tomatoes
1 bunch cilantro
1 onion
1 jalapeno pepper
2 cloves garlic
1 lime

2. Say: On Children’s Mission Days
at Conetoe Family Life Center, the
children went to the garden to pick
tomatoes, cilantro, onion, peppers,
and garlic. Then they brought them
all inside to make salsa.
3. Guide the children to cut up the
tomatoes, chop some cilantro, cut
up the onion and jalapeno pepper
and peel the garlic. Place all of the
ingredients in the food processor
or blender, along with the juice
from one lime. Let the children take
turns pulsing the processor until
the salsa is all blended.
4. Say: You all did a great job
making our salsa, just like the
children at the Conetoe Family Life
Center! Now we get to taste what
we have made and enjoy it. Let’s
pray and thank God for good, fresh
food.
5. Enjoy chips and salsa together!

Create a Masterpiece
The theme for Children’s Mission
Days at the life center was “You
are God’s masterpiece.” They had a
Bible study time to learn that each
child is created in the image of God
and each child is God’s masterpiece.
Items needed: Crayola Model Magic or
play dough

1. Before the session, gather the
ingredients and the food processor
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or blender. Prepare and post RK 17:
Allergy Alert where parents will see
it.
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1. Before the session, prepare a
lump of model magic or play dough
for each child.
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2. Say: The children who attended
Children’s Mission Days at Conetoe
Family Life Center learned that they
were each God’s masterpiece. Ask:
Do you know what a masterpiece
is? God created us all special and
we are all God’s masterpiece.
3. Say: We are going to create
a symbol out of our clay that
will remind us that we are God’s
masterpiece.
4. Guide the children to brainstorm
things they could create that would
remind them how special they are
to God.
5. Let the children create and
then ask them to share about their
creations.

Transition
Give the students a five-minute
warning when it is almost time for
Large Group. Tell them to clean
up the learning activity they are
working on. Encourage everyone to
help in their areas and put things
back where they go. While waiting
for the whole group to arrive, ask
the students to share what they
are thankful for. Bring RK 14:
Anna and LaCount Anderson and
RK 16: Conetoe Family Life Center
to Large Group.

Memorize a
Masterpiece Verse

2. Say: The children who attended
Children’s Mission Days at the life
center learned a Bible verse and we
are going to learn it too!

The children at Children’s Mission
Days focused on Ephesians 2:10,
which says: “For we are God’s
masterpiece. He has created us
anew in Christ Jesus, so we can
do the good things he planned for
us long ago.” They memorized
the verse and even received elastic
bracelets with the message “You are
God’s masterpiece.”
Items needed: chalkboard or whiteboard

3. Guide the children to read the
verse on the board a few times.
Then begin erasing a word or two
of the verse and see if they can
fill in the blanks. Keep erasing a
word or two until all the words are
erased and they have learned the
verse.
4. Say: You are all God’s
masterpieces, loved and treasured!
Let’s pray and thank God for God’s
constant love for all of us.

1. Before the session, write the
following Bible verse on the
chalkboard or whiteboard: “For
we are God’s masterpiece. He has
created us anew in Christ Jesus,
so we can do the good things
he planned for us long ago”
(Ephesians 2:10).

Large Group
Say: We are going to hear a story about some children who attended
summer camp at the Conetoe Family Life Center at First Baptist Church.
They also attended Children’s Mission Days that fall at the Life Center.
Say: I think that maybe some of you have attended a summer camp and
maybe a children’s mission day or Vacation Bible School with a mission
emphasis. Ask: Do you want to tell us about a camp or VBS that you
attended?
Say: I think you will be able to relate to the experiences of the children
in our story today. Anna and LaCount Anderson work with both the
summer camp and the mission day. They share Jesus’ love in so many
ways through the ministry of the Conetoe Family Life Center. Now let’s
hear a story about sharing hope at camp. (Show RK 14: Anna and LaCount
Anderson and RK 16: Conetoe Family Life Center.)

Tell the Story: Tell the story, “Sharing Hope @ Camp.”
Pray: Thank you, God, for all the many people who help with summer
camp and children’s mission day at the Conetoe Family Life Center. Thank
you also for all the children who attend and for the many ways they are
encouraged to discover more about you.
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STORY

Sharing Hope at Camp
Closing Activity

Jeremiah and Julia are two friends who attended summer
camp at Conetoe Family Life Center last summer. They loved
going to camp every day for six weeks! They liked the math
games that they played and all the words they learned in
Spanish. But what they liked best was helping in the garden!
They loved being outside and smelling the good smells of
the garden, especially the tomatoes. After the devotion time
each day, they got to go out and pick some tomatoes and
peppers to take home. Their families loved that they brought
home fresh produce and they ate the vegetables every day
at dinner. Jeremiah and Julia were sad when summer camp
ended!

Mission Activity:
Let the children share about
their experience either at a local
food bank or raising money to
purchase a food box for Together
for Hope. Remind them how
important it is to give hope to
the hungry people in our world.
Brainstorm other ways that you
can share hope with people in
your community.

The Conetoe Family Life Center decided to have a one-day
camp during the children’s fall break. All the children who
attended summer camp were invited to Children’s Mission
Day at the family life center, including Jeremiah and Julia.

Closing Activity:
1. Ask: How you can make
someone feel special?

Jeremiah got a postcard in the mail, inviting him to mission
day. He was so excited that he ran down the street to Julia’s
house to see if she was invited. “Julia, Julia, are you going to
the mission day on Friday?” shouted Jeremiah. “Yes, and I am
so excited; I can’t wait!” replied Julia. It seemed like Friday
would never come but suddenly it was Friday morning.
Jeremiah and Julia woke up early and together they walked
to the family life center at First Baptist Church, which was
just down the street.

2. Say: The people who helped
at Children’s Mission Days
spent the day helping the
children to feel special. They
truly shared Jesus’ love with
the children through the special
experiences they planned and
the relationships they built.
3. Remind the children that they
are God’s masterpieces! Each
one is very special and loved by
God. Pray for the ministry of the
Conetoe Family Life Center and
the Andersons in eastern North
Carolina as they share hope with
people in need.

When they arrived, their favorite people from camp, Anna
and LaCount Anderson, were there to greet them. “Good
morning! Welcome to our mission day!” the Andersons
said to Jeremiah and Julia. The day was filled with learning
stories from the Bible about how God made them special.
They loved working in the garden and making salsa from
the produce they picked. They learned all about healthy
eating and the best ways to eat different foods. At the end
of the day, they had a worship service, where they each
received a blessing and a bracelet that said, “You are God’s
masterpiece.”

AFTER THE SESSION:
Review the unit with the other
leaders. Plan the learning
activities for the next unit.
Reflect on today’s lesson and
find a way to make it a part
of your life. Who can you give
hope to today?

As Jeremiah and Julia were leaving at the end of mission day,
they raced to Anna and LaCount Anderson and said, “Thank
you for making our day special!” The Andersons smiled and
gave them each a big hug. Not only was love shared with the
children that day but also lots of hope!
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C B F C H I L D R E N ’ S M I S S I ONAL FOR M ATION RESOURCE

Resource Kit

1

Romans 1:12

each other’s faith.

encouraged by

may be mutually

That you and I
RESOURCE
KIT

Romans 1:12
Leader: Make a copy for each small group of children.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 1, “Memorize a Bible Verse” Learning Activity.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

2

jambo
hello

kwaheri
goodbye

ndiyo
yes

hapana
no

tafadhali
please

asante
thank you

mtoto
child

Mungu
God

mwalimu
teacher

habari
What’s the news?

Swahili Words
Leader: Cut the cards apart.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 1, “Learn Swahili Words” Learning Activity.

UNIT 1
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1
2

3

4

6

7

5

8

9

Across

Down

2: City where Jesus was born. (Matthew 2:1)

1: Name used for Jesus by the prophets. (Matthew 2:4)

4: What led the Magi to Jerusalem?
(Matthew 2:2)

3: Name of the King during time of Jesus’ birth.
(Matthew 2:1)

5: Emotion the Magi felt when they saw the star.
(Matthew 2:10)

6: Gift the Magi brought. (Matthew 2:11)

9: How were the Magi warned not to return to
Herod? (Matthew 2:12)

8: Gift the Magi brought. (Matthew 2:11)

RESOURCE
KIT

3

7: Gift the Magi brought. (Matthew 2:11)

Epiphany Crossword Puzzle
Leader: Make one copy for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 3, “Work an Epiphany Crossword Puzzle” Learning Activity.

UNIT 1
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Melody Harrell

Sam Harrell
• grew up as a missionary kid in
Nairobi, Kenya

• born in Jinja, Uganda, to
missionary parents

• spent his early days exploring
with his Kenyan friends on the
conference center property
his parents developed. They
enjoyed catching dung
beetles, finding chameleons,
climbing trees, and making
sling shots

• went to high school in Kenya

• went to a school for
missionary kids and then to
boarding school
• attended North Carolina
State University and Baptist
Theological Seminary at
Richmond
• founded Africa Exchange and
served for 17 years as the
regional coordinator for CBF
in Eastern Africa

• attended Samford University
and earned a degree in
elementary education
• led a spiritual formation
group for women in Kenya
and now facilitates spiritual
direction in the United States
• served as CBF field personnel
for 17 years and as secretary
of the board of directors of
Africa Exchange
• enjoys visual journaling,
photography, and other
artistic expressions

• enjoys nature, African wildlife,
and woodworking
RESOURCE
KIT

4

Meet Melody and Sam Harrell
Leader: Read facts aloud.
Directions: Use in Unit 1, Session 4, “Get to Know the Harrells” Learning Activity.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

5

Preschools in Kenya
Established by Africa Exchange, the Integrated Child Development Centers in Kenya provide early
childhood education for preschoolers in 14 rural communities. Each school has two classrooms and
an office, serving 80 students.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

6

UNIT 1

Sisit Water Celebration
Africa Exchange helped build a pump to bring water up the steep mountain to the rural
community of Sisit in Kenya. Sisit is a beautiful place with rolling hills and a busy market, church,
and school. To get water to Sisit, people had to climb a mountain for 30 minutes! The people of
Sisit joyfully celebrated the new water pump that made their lives much easier.
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RESOURCE
KIT

7

Learning about Jesus
At the Integrated Child Development Centers, created by Africa Exchange, the preschoolers learn
about Jesus, as well as basic literacy and skills to help them succeed in school.

UNIT 1
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RESOURCE
KIT

8

Learning to Give
Whole communities are strengthened through the holistic efforts of Africa Exchange to provide
local resources through education and information exchange. Children, families, and communities
work together to help one another and improve life in their Kenyan communities.

UNIT 1
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JESUS
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RESOURCE
KIT

9

SHIP

WOMEN

GIVE

PRAY

DISCIPLES

FULL

SIT

LOAVES

CHILDREN

MEN

EAT

SICK

TWELVE

CITIES

FISH

FOOD

BASKETS

DESERT

GRASS

E
R
T
E
F
B
D

S
F
S
I
P
E
H
R

U
D
V
C
V
S
Y
L

S
E
I
T
I
C
B
N

B
S
M
F
F
G
A
E
N

Y
E
X
H
U
D
S
R
E

A
R
C
I
L
I
K
D
M

D
T
W
E
L
V
E
L
R

S
I
C
M
W
M
T
I
S

E
D
G
R
A
S
S
H
D

L
U
E
N
P
K
S
C
A

P
O
K
R
X
G
I
V
E

I
B
A
O
A
O
S
T
K

C
Y
V
V
C
B
H
C

S
G
L
S
E
J
I
U

I
J
C
D
X
S
P
G

Word Search
Leader: Make a copy for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 1, “Search for Words” Learning Activity.

UNIT 2
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RESOURCE
KIT
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Lord’s Prayer Doodle Art
Leader: Make a copy for each child.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 2, “Pray the Lord’s Prayer” Learning Activity.

UNIT 2
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APPLES

WHOLE GRAIN
BREAD

SQUASH

BANANAS

MILK

GREEN BEANS

WHOLE GRAIN
PASTA

CHEESE

MEAT/POULTRY

CARROTS

YOGURT

NUTS

RESOURCE
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Nutrition Cards
Leader: Make copies on cardstock and cut apart the cards.
Directions: Use in Unit 2 Session 3, “Concentrate on Nutrition” Learning Activity.

UNIT 2
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Pictionary Cards
Leader: Copy the cards on cardstock and cut apart.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 3, “Pack a Food Box” Learning Activity.

UNIT 2
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Choose the Best
Leader: Make a copy and cut apart the cards.
Directions: Use in Unit 2, Session 4, “Find the Healthiest Way” Learning Activity.

UNIT 2
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Anna and LaCount Anderson
CBF field personnel Anna Anderson and her husband LaCount minister through Together for
Hope in rural North Carolina. Their ministry focuses on providing poverty relief through food
distribution, poverty education, and encouraging churches and organizations to provide help for
their rural neighbors living in poverty.
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Heartworks
CBF field personnel Anna Anderson and her husband LaCount minister to children through
Heartworks, an after school program in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. Heartworks provides
homework help, snacks, tutoring, reading help, and fun games for the children. The Andersons
build relationships with the children as they get to know them and as they share God’s love.
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Conetoe Family Life Center
The community of Conetoe [Co NEAT uh], in rural eastern North Carolina, is considered a “food
desert,” because of the lack of healthy food options. CBF field personnel Anna Anderson and her
husband LaCount work with the Conetoe Family Life Center to increase access to healthy foods,
increase physical activities, and provide access to health services for children and teens.
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Allergy Alert

If your child is allergic to any of these items,
please inform your child’s leader.
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JOIN US IN

PRAYER
THE PRESENCE OF

CHRIST

Prayers
People
of the

The Cooperative
Baptist Fellowship’s
Yearlong Guide
to Prayer

Prayers of the People is CBF’s year-long guide
to prayer, introducing you to field personnel,
chaplains, pastoral counselors and churches doing
extraordinary work around our world. The guide
includes weekly prayer focus, as well as birthdays of
field personnel, chaplains, pastoral counselors and
CBF staff to pray for during the week.
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www.cbf.net/pray
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